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Abstract
There are many different ways of securing FPGAs to prevent successful reverse
engineering. One of the common forms is obfuscation methods. In this paper, we
proposed an approach based on obfuscation to prevent FPGAs from successful
reverse engineering and, as a result, hardware trojan horses (HTHs) insertion.
Our obfuscation method is using configurable look up tables (CFGLUTs). We
suggest to insert CFGLUTs randomly or based on some optional parameters in
the design. In this way, some parts of the design are on a secure memory, which
contains the bitstream of the CFGLUTs so that the attacker does not have any
access to it. We program the CFGLUTs in run-time to complete the bitstream
of the FPGA and functionality of the design. If an attacker can reverse engineer
the bitstream of the FPGA, he cannot detect the design because some part of
it is composed of CFGLUTs, which their bitstream is on a secure memory. The
first article uses CFGLUTs for securing FPGAs against HTHs insertion, which
are results of reverse engineering. Our methods do not have any power and
hardware overhead but 32 clock cycles time overhead.
c 2020 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

econfigurable hardware platforms consist of an arR
ray of distributed logic and interconnection blocks
for implementing digital circuits that can be programmed and reprogrammed. Field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) are reconfigurable hardware
platforms commonly used in all types of applications,
including those that deal with secure data. This typical usage results in the security of an FPGA to be
noticeable for designers [1]. Security of an FPGA is
essential in all stages, from design/fabrication flow
until the developer and end-user uses it. Figure 2
shows the malicious alteration of the FPGA during
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the different phases in the design flow. The untrusted
foundry in FPGA’s life cycle is a potential place that
an attacker can insert its HTH in the design. Different IPs and EDA tools used by the developer of the
system can work as an adversary and insert HTHs
in the system. The attacker can conflict in internal
nodes by inserting malicious code and changing bitstream when used by the end-user [2]. This attack
is available by reverse-engineering the bitstream. Reverse engineering is by reading the bitstream from
a nonvolatile external memory of the FPGA [2] using related tools that help extract the bitstream and
related netlist of the FPGA [3, 4]. The side-channel
attack, cloning, authentication attack, and radiation
attack are different attack models represented by
Drimer, which can be implemented in the untrusted
foundry, configured phase, or even when used with
end-user [5]. These mentioned attacks in the differ-
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ent stages can be defined both in FPGAs and ASICs.
To have a secure system, it must have a design for

Figure 1. FPGA design flow and potential insertion of HTHs

security (DFS). One of the most parameters in DFS
is prevention methods to avoid adversary to insert
HTHs in a system. Despite prevention methods, if
an adversary attacks the system and inserts HTHs
in it, detection methods can detect trojan’s presence
and retrieve it. There are not many articles that propose protection methods against HTH insertion in
FPGA. Mal-Sarkar et al. [6] introduced a new TMR
structure named adapted triple modular redundancy
(ATMR). ATMR uses a different structure for implementing its module. This is highly unlikely that two
structure triggers simultaneously by HTH activation.
Both conventional TMR and proposed ATMR have
high area overhead and power consumption because
of its redundant structure. Filling unused space on
FPGA is another way to protect it from HTH insertion. In [7], after identifying unused space, filling
them with dummy logic cells. This method imposes
no performance and power penalty. Besides, it has a
detection method if any attacker can insert HTHs in
dummy cells. Using physical and logical keys in [8] improves the security of an FPGA system. It has priced
a time overhead as specialized FPGA is needed that
must be configured differently. Different techniques
are introduced to detect HTH insertion on an FPGA.
These detection techniques are categorized into two
classes: destructive and non-destructive. Destructive
methods consist of demetallization of the manufactured circuit and imaging layer by layer. The probable existence of HTH will be revealed by analyzing
the images. Logic-based testing like automatic test
pattern generation (ATPG) and side-channel analysis
like power, temperature, timing, or electromagnetic
variation are non-destructive ways to detect HTHs
insertion [9]. In this paper, a new prevention method
based on obfuscation is presented to secure the FPGA
against HTHs insertion and reverse engineering. Our
proposed method is based on using CFGLUTs in the
design to increase the security of an FPGA. Our proposed method prevents successful reverse engineering
of the FPGA bitstream and HTHs insertion on it.
Our obfuscated design, is a kind of bitstream concealing or split manufacturing which makes direct
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wire-tapping ineffective by integrating memory within
FPGA. The idea of split manufacturing technique
can be used for bitstream concealing. In this way the
key configuration bitstreams are stored in the flash
memory of the FPGA and other non-critical configuration bitstreams are stored in the external memory.
In this way, only partial useless information about
FPGA mapping relationship will be leaked to eavesdroppers, which significantly increases the difficulty
of bitstream reverse engineering [10]. In this paper,
during Section 2, we review different papers related
to the obfuscation method. We also describe the application of CFGLUTs in security and related articles.
Section 3 describes our approach, which is based on
CFGLUTs to obfuscate the design. Implementation
results are explained in Section 4. In the last section,
we concluded the paper.

2
2.1

Previous Work
Obfuscation Methods

Many articles suggested different approaches to obfuscate the design during various stages of the chip’s
lifecycle. The majority of them are based on obfuscation by inserting a switch box and LUTs in ASICs
chip design to secure them in the fabrication stage
[11, 12]. Some of the other articles obfuscate the
ASICs by inserting an extra gate in design and stablishing a key to activate the chip before selling them
[13, 14]. These methods are named “logic encryption”.
By inserting extra gates in low controllable points in
design, in addition to establishing a key to activate
the chip, we decrease the chance of HTHs insertion
in design. The other place for inserting the encryption key is the point with positive slack time. At any
timing point, the slack time is the difference of its
required arrival time minus its arrival time. Inserting
extra gates at this point will not change the critical
delay of design [13, 15]. Logic encryption prevents
both reverse engineering at the fabrication level and
cloning/overbuilding. This method also increases the
controllability of some points in design in which their
activities are low. The other method is based on using the physical unclonable function (PUF) structure
for producing obfuscation in design [8, 16, 17]. In this
way, the PUF structure can produce a unique key
or identify a fake chip from a genuine one. IC camouflage technique is another obfuscation method by
inserting different redundant standard logic units in
some empty locations of the physical architecture of
ASICs to hide the correct circuit. In this technique,
even if the attacker can reverse engineer the netlist,
the right circuit function cannot be obtained [4]. The
mentioned papers are different methods to prevent
reverse engineering of ASICs by different obfuscation
ways. The different structure of FPGA, in compar-
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ison to ASIC, produces other obfuscation methods
to protect them. On the otherhand, the existence of
bitstream for programming and finalizing FPGAs’
design causes various attacks on FPGAs. The obfuscation method on FPGAs tries to protect bitstream
from successful reverse engineering. Bitstream concealing makes by integrating memory within FPGA
is bitstream protection. Flash memory FPGA and
antifuse FPGA do not need external configuration
memory to contain bitstream. Therefore, there is not
any external memory to be accessible to the attacker.
Compared with SRAM FPGAs, these FPGAs need
specific equipment for reverse engineering [10]. Despite that, SRAM FPGAs are more usually used. Encrypting the bitstream by different encryption algorithm is a method to protect bitstream in SRAM FPGAs. Obfuscation methods to protect bitstream from
successful reverse engineering are presented in [7, 18].
Filling unused space is a kind of obfuscation method
to prevent HTHs insertion by misleading the attacker
to detect between main gates and redundant ones.
This method is introduced for both ASICs and FPGAs [7, 18, 19]. Using evolvable hardware (EH) architectures is another method to change the configuration of FPGAs and its behavior dynamically based on
inputs from the environment. In [20], the feasibility
of using EH to prevent hardware Trojan horses from
being inserted, activated, or propagated in a digital
electronic chip is investigated. Paper [20] presents an
obfuscation method based on changing the FPGAs’
configuration periodically using EH.
2.2

CFGLUT Structure

The CFGLUTs are LUTs that can be configured at
run-time from the FPGA. The structure of the CFGLUT5 in Virtex-5 consists of 5-input and 1-output
LUT or 4-input and 2-output LUT in addition to a
configuration input (CDI) and a configuration output (CDO). This module can be used for partial reconfiguration of FPGAs in run-time instead of manipulating bitstream for reconfiguration. The internal
structure of CFGLUT consists of a 16-bit shift configurable memory followed by the subsequent multiplexer stage. Its configuration memory size is 16 bits
so that four input is considered for this module. Each
RFGLUT is loaded with an INIT value that presents
the truth table of the LUT. It is allowable to change
LUT’s functionality by changing this INIT value in
run-time, which gives the user the power of partial
reconfiguration of the FPGAs internally. Reconfiguration is done by activating CE port and simultaneously putting 1-bit reconfiguration data on the CDI
port. One bit is written in INIT register in each clock
cycle. Sixteen clocks are needed to reconfigure the
CFGLUT entirely. Figure 2 shows the structure of a
CFGLUT. The only paper that uses CFGLUTs for

Figure 2. CFGLUT structure

security is [21] in which a method for securing encryption algorithm against side-channel attacks (SCA) is
recommended.

3

The Proposed Obfuscated Design

Our proposed method prevents successful reverse engineering of the FPGA bitstream and HTHs insertion
on it. We suggest two different methods to obfuscate
the bitstream using CFGLUTs. In the first proposed
method, the designer writes the HDL codes and then
simulate it to be ensured from its correct functionality. In the next step, we select some part of the HDL
code to implement them by CFGLUTs. Choosing the
specified portion of the HDL code to substitute them
with CFGLUTs can be:
- randomly selected.
- some vulnerable parts of the HDL code, like
SBOX in encryption algorithms.
- based on some special parameters like the slack
time or middle point of paths [4, 13, 22, 23].
In our implementation, we select some parts of the
HDL code randomly to substitute with CFGLUTs.
Figure 3 shows our suggested method. We imagine
that the code is composed of different modules. We
can use CFGLUTs for implementing some parts of
the modules, whole the module, or only one gate. The
related bitstreams of CFGLUTs are saved in a secure
memory loaded dynamically on CFGLUTs in run
time. The attacker read the bitstream of the FPGA
to reverse engineering and inserting HTHs or some
other malicious purpose. But after reverse engineering, he will consider that some CFGLUTs obfuscate
the design that their codes do not exist in the primary bitstream of the FPGAs but separated secure
memory. In this way, the attack will not be successfully implemented. In this paper, we imagine that
the bitstream for the FPGA and the bitstream for
programming CFGLUTs are in different memory so
that the attacker is unaware of this. Most memories
have built-in error detection/correction mechanisms,
which is also the case for the block RAM (BRAM)
modules that can be used. Our method is a kind of
obfuscation method based on CFGLUTs to prevent
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HTHs insertion and successful reverse engineering attack on FPGAs. The second proposed method to use

Figure 3. Schematic of our proposed method for securing the
FPGA

CFGLUTs is to insert them like a logic encryption
method. In this way, besides, to have a key for increasing the security, which is necessary for the circuit’s
proper working, we have obfuscation in the bitstream
that prevents the attacker from reversing engineer the
circuit successfully. In this way, we decrease the low
controllable points in the design by inserting these
CFGLUTs in proper places in the netlist. Figure 4
shows a circuit secured in Figure 5 by inserting CFGLUTs randomly in some nodes. Each CFGLUT can
implement one of the AND, OR, NAND, NOR, XOR,
XNOR, or NOT gate. It must be selected according
to the key and keeping the correct functionality of
the final output. For the proper working of the design,
first, the right key must be entered. Besides, by saving the bitstream of CFGLUTs in a separated secure
memory, we prevent successful reverse engineering of
the design’s bitstream.

Figure 4. Original circuit

Figure 5. Secured circuit
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Attack Analysis

The proposed obfuscate structure can protect against
HTH insertion by uploading a portion of the circuit
configuration at run-time. That means we protect
against: (1) When EDA tools manipulate the design:
We have two separated bitstream to upload on the
FPGAs. One of them is the final bitstream without
CFGLUTs related bitstream, and the other one is the
bitstream of CFGLUs. EDA tools cannot reverse engineer or successfully insert any HTHs in the FPGAs
as they do not have a final bitstream, which consists
of the content of CFGLUTs. (2) When a design is in
run-time mode: we have two separate memories for
saving the two bitsrtreams that complete each other
to produce the final bitstream. One of them is more
secure so that attackers do not have access or capability to read it. So attackers cannot reverse engineer
the bitstream successfully.
4.1

Implementation Results

We use the “mem-ctrl” sample code from the IWLS
benchmark to evaluate our proposed work. We
use the Vivado2018.2 version for synthesis and implementation. First, we synthesis and implement
the code without any CFGLUT insertion, then we
randomly select some statements and modules to
substitute them with CFGLUTs. Figure 6 shows a
portion of the netlist, which is the result of "memctrl" implementation. Figure 7 shows the LUT,
which implements the below instruction: “assign
init_ack_fe= init_ack_r & !init_ack” (1) Figure 5
shows the CFGLUT5, which implements the below
statement: ”CFGLUT5(.INIT(32’h00000000))inst0
(.O5(init_ack_fe),.CDI(CDI0),.CE(CE),.CLK(clk),
.I0(init_ack),.I1(!init_ack_r),.I2(0),.I3(0),.I4(0))”
(2) We write statement2 instead of the statement1
in the HDL code. “init_ack_r”, “init_ack” and
“init_ack_fe” are some internal signals in the HDL
code. The stream of bits equal to “32’h0000100" indicates the functionality of the statement1 is stored
in a secure memory, separated from memory, which
contains the bitstream of the FPGA. This stream
is imposed on CDI0 input pin of CFGLUT to program it in run time. Simulation results show that
by substituting one CFGLUT with one LUT, the
number of LUTs decrease from 1081 to 1080, and
one CFGLUT is added to used resources of the
FPGA. Time overhead is equal to 32 clock cycles for
programming all CFGLUTs in parallel to each other.
Static and dynamic power is equal to 0.006w and
0,242w, respectively, both with and without inserting
CFGLUT to code.
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Figure 6. The netlist of the design (the primary netlist)

Figure 7. The netlist of the design (the CFGLUT5 which is
inserted instead of the LUT)

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a prevention method for
the security of the FPGA based on obfuscation. Our
first proposed method is to use CFGLUTs for implementing some parts of modules or the whole of a module to prevent successful reverse engineering attacks.
Saving the bitstream of CFGLUTs in separated and
secure memory made obfuscation in the bitstream
of the design. In this method, we replace the LUTs
with CFGLUTs. The second suggestion method is to
use the CFGLUT in the logic encryption structure.
In this method, we insert extra gates instead of substituting them. Adding additional gates to decrease
the potential nodes for HTHs insertion and having a
key to secure the design is the second proposed application of CFGLUTs in this paper. It is the first
article that is using CFGLUTs for securing FPGAs
against HTHs insertion and reverse engineering. Our
methods do not have any power and hardware overhead if we substitute each LUT with one CFGLUT
but 32 clock cycles time overhead. Despite that, if we
insert extra CFGLUTs as a logic encryption method,
we have hardware overhead equal to the number of
added gates.
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